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Preface
CIDE NET Project’s Work Package 3 “Innovation Needs and Potentials” foresees the delivery of:
“Reviews of Entrepreneurship Ecosystems in partner countries and Needs Analyses”.
The WP3 – “Reviews and Analyses” deliverable consists of a series of 5 National Reports, one for each
partner country plus a Synthesis Report. Each National Report will consist of two Parts: “Part One – The
Ecosystem for Enterprises’ Innovation” and “Part Two – Enterprises’ Innovation Activities –
Performance, Skill Gaps and Needs Analyses”.
The document in hand, contains material related to the case of Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

Executive summary

CIDE NET Project’s Work Package 3: “Innovation Needs and Potentials” foresees the delivery of:
“Reviews of Entrepreneurship Ecosystems in partner countries and Needs Analyses”.
The Work Package 3 – “Reviews and Analyses” deliverable for FYROM consists of a National Report in
two Parts: “Part One – The Ecosystem for Enterprises’ Innovation” and “Part Two – Enterprises’
Innovation Activities – Performance, Skill Gaps and Needs Analyses”.
In Part One the Report presents information and commentary on institutional, legal, technical and other
aspects of the “environment / ecosystem” in which Macedonian enterprises operate.
Information has been derived from national or international sources, as well as from the partner’s own
previous work and experience, while the authors have also contacted a number of Professional Associations
and, by interviewing them, obtained their views and suggestions of Good Practices worthy to be considered.
In the recently published “European Innovation Scoreboard” (2017) Report, Macedonia is a modest
innovator all along with Bulgaria, Romania and Ukraine.
Creating an innovation driven economy is a key challenge, given that the country is designated as a modest
innovator, and as an indicator were taken into account the research and development costs that were only
0.44% of GDP in 2014, well below the EU 28 average these costs amounted to 2.03%. The Fund for
Innovation and technological development is planning to provide opportunities for companies to develop
capacity to absorb grants for research, development and innovation, to increase cooperation between
academic institutions and companies, and increase readiness for investments. All of this in order to influence
the expanding of the productive capacity of the economy and the creation of workplaces and economic
growth.
The recently published Report (2017) provides a series of country-specific indicators allowing comparisons
with other EU countries (see Table below). According to the In order to briefly describe the situation in
Macedonia according to this table, the extremes are taken as a comment. They show the previous statements
about the situation in our country. Regarding the scoreboard it is clear that the country has a lack of
Opportunity-driven entrepreneurship, Finance and support, Public and Business R&D expenditures, as well
as Intellectual assets and Employment impacts. On the other hand the index numbers that are above the
EU’s 28 average are present in the Non-R&D innovation expenditures, SMEs product or process
innovation, as well as medium high-tech product exports.
The Innovation sub-systems discussed in Section 1.2, are the following:
 The Educational System;
 Research and development;
 Finance and support;
 Legislation and Regulation;
 Intellectual assets;
 SMEs innovation
Generally speaking:

1. Macedonia lags behind other transitioning countries in educational performance, work readiness and
ethnic integration among youth.
2. Macedonia R&D expenditure fluctuated substantially in recent years, it tended to increase
through 2001 - 2015 period ending at 0.4 % in 2015. Because enterprises are making different
kind of current and capital expenditures for innovation activities, in the business section in
Macedonia, 44.1% of all expenditures for innovation activities are intended for training of the staff
for innovative activities, research and introduction on the market of innovations, design, preparing
of feasibility studies, testing of the innovations etc..
3. In the past two and a half years, only 9% of the innovation funds have been used, even though it is a
matter of non-refundable funds.
4. Policy uncertainty causes companies to delay investment and consequently innovation decisions. More
precisely, companies will delay or reduce innovation activities the higher the level of uncertainty and the
larger the differences in the expected profitability of innovation investments.
5. The European Commission’s November 2016 report on Macedonia assessed the country’s
legislative framework has a sufficient level of alignment with the acquits – except for copyrights,
where the regulation of collective management organizations requires further improvement.
6. Considering the four types of innovations, the enterprises mostly introduce process innovations, 22.8%,
and marketing innovations, 22.3%.
The Second Part of the Report presents the findings of the Survey conducted in FYROM. The scope of
the survey is to investigate surveyed “enterprises’ Innovation Activities” and also the “Determinants of
Innovation Performance” and future Prospects.
The “focus sectors” for FYROM were: Tourism, Agro food, Creative industries (clothing design and
production, in particular) and an additional country-specific sector (Commerce – retail and wholesale).
Starting with the structure, the majority of the companies that were part of the survey were enterprises with
less than 10 employees (51%). Regarding the enterprises’ point of view towards the innovation and
creativity, the majority agree that creativity is a prerequisite for innovation. On the other hand, more than
50% of the enterprises agree that the innovation is not the same as invention, meanwhile they agree that
innovative organization of an enterprises is equally important as innovation in products or production.
Regarding the types of innovation that are implemented in their enterprises it was more than obvious that
marketing innovation is the innovation that is the most used(45%).
The survey also investigated probable “obstacles/barriers” for low engagement in innovation activities. The
main obstacles that were identified are: lack of finance, strong competition on product quality, reputation
or brand; high costs of access to new markets, strong price competition and dominant market share held by
competitors.

Taking into account the obstacles for intense innovation activities, the enterprises were also asked about
the top skills required as a prevention to the obstacles. As pointed out in the table 2.3., thinking and acting
creatively as well as promoting innovation culture are the main skill requirements.
We were also interested in their point of view on “How this skills should be incorporated” as well as “Who”
should be the one responsible for their incorporation. The answers between the sectors were pretty similar
and they resulted with the statements thatInnovation support initiatives should be led by the Enterprises
themselves and they should be through Good Practices and “learning from others” are effective training
methods as well as Face to face training.

Кратка содржина

Работниот пакет 3 на проектот CIDE-NET: "Потреби и потенцијали за иновации" предвидува
доставување на анализата: "Осврти на претприемачки екосистеми во земјата и анализи на
потребите".
Овој РП се состои од Национален извештај во два дела: "Прв дел - Екосистем за иновации на
претпријатијата" и "Втор дел: Иновативни активности на претпријатија - перформанси, пропусти и
анализа на потреби" ".
Во првиот дел од извештајот се дадени информации и коментари за институционални, правни,
технички и други аспекти на екосистемот во кој работат македонските претпријатија.
Информациите се добиени од национални или меѓународни извори, како и од претходната работа и
искуство на организацијата, а авторите исто така контактираа со голем број професионални
здруженија и со интервјуирање ги добија своите ставови и предлози за добри практики кои се
сметаат за релевантни за да се земат предвид.
Во неодамна објавениот Извештај за достигнати иновативни практики(2017) на Европска Унија,
Македонија е оценета како скромен иноватор заедно со Бугарија, Романија и Украина.
Креирањето на економијата која е предводена од иновации е клучен предизвик, имајќи предвид дека
земјата е именувана како скромен иноватор, а како индикатор се земени предвид трошоците за
истражување и развој кои биле само 0,44% од БДП во 2014 година, значително под просекот на ЕУ
кој изнесува 2,03%. Фондот за иновации и технолошки развој планира да обезбеди можности за

компаниите да развијат капацитет за апсорпција на грантови за истражување, развој и иновации, да
ја зголемат соработката меѓу академските институции и компаниите и да ја зголемат подготвеноста
за инвестиции. Сето ова со цел да се влијае на проширување на продуктивниот капацитет на
економијата и создавање на работни места и економски раст.
Во неодамна објавениот Извештај (2017) се дадени серија индикатори специфични за земјата, кои
овозможуваат споредби со другите земји на ЕУ (види Табела подолу). Со цел за кратко да се опише
ситуацијата во Македонија според оваа табела, екстремите се земаат како основ за анализирање и
коментирање. Тие ги прикажуваат претходните изјави за ситуацијата во нашата земја. Во однос на
табелата, јасно е дека земјата има недостаток од претприемништво, управувано од можности,
финансии и поддршка, трошоци за јавни и деловни истражувања и развој, како и влијанија врз
интелектуалните средства и вработените. Од друга страна, индексните броеви кои се над просекот
на ЕУ се присутни во: трошоците кои не се наменети за иновациско истражување и развој,
производствени или процесни иновации во МСП, како и мал број на извоз на високотехнолошки
производи.

Aспектите поврзани со иновации дискутирани во Дел 1.2, се следните:
• Образовен систем;
•Истражување и развој;
• Финансии и поддршка;
• Законодавство и регулатива;
• Интелектуална сопственост;
• иновации на МСП
Генерално:
1. Македонија заостанува зад другите земји во транзиција во однос на образовните
перформанси, работната подготвеност и етничката интеграција меѓу младите.

2. Трошоците за истражување и развој во Македонија значајно флуктуираат во последниве
години, а во периодот од 2001 до 2015 година се имаат зголемено за 0,4%. Бидејќи
претпријатијата прават различни видови на тековни и капитални трошоци за иновативни
активности, во деловен дел во Македонија, 44.1 % од сите расходи за иновативни активности
се наменети за обука на вработените за иновативни активности, истражување и воведување
на пазарот на иновации, проектирање, изработка на физибилити студии, тестирање на
иновации итн.

3. Во изминатите две и пол години, само 9% од фондовите за иновации се искористени, иако
станува збор за неповратни средства.
4.

Неизвесноста на политиките и регулативите предизвикува компаниите да ги одложат
инвестициите и одлуките за иновации. Попрецизно,
колку е поголемо нивото на
несигурност во овие регулативи и идна профитабилност, толку повеќе компаниите ги
одложуваат или намалуваат иновативните активности и инвестиции.

5. Извештајот на Европската комисија од ноември 2016 година за Македонија оцени дека
законодавната рамка има доволно ниво на усогласување со ослободителните пресуди во
земјата - со исклучок на авторските права, каде што регулирањето на организациите за
колективно управување бара понатамошно подобрување. Односно, мерките за авторски
права се поригорозни.
6. Земајќи ги предвид четирите видови на иновации, претпријатијата во Македонија претежно
воведуваат иновации во процесите, 22,8% и маркетинг иновации, 22,3%.

Вториот дел од извештајот ги презентира наодите од анкетата спроведена во Македонија. Обемот
на истражувањето е да се испитаат анкетираните "Иновативни активности на претпријатијата", а
исто така и "Детерминанти на перформансите на иновациите" и идни перспективи.
"Фокус - сектори" за Македонија беа: Туризам, Агро-храна, Креативни индустрии (особено
дизајнирање на облека и производство) и трговија на големо и мало.
Почнувајќи од структурата, поголемиот дел од компаниите кои беа дел од истражувањето беа
претпријатија со помалку од 10 вработени (51%). Во однос на гледиштето на претпријатијата кон
иновациите и креативноста, мнозинството се согласуваат дека креативноста е предуслов за
иновации. Од друга страна, повеќе од 50% од претпријатијата се согласуваат дека иновацијата не

е исто што и изумот, меѓутоа тие се согласуваат дека иновации во организација на
претпријатијата е еднакво важна како иновација во производите или производството.
Во однос на видовите на иновации кои се спроведуваат во нивните претпријатија, повеќе од
очигледно е дека маркетинг-иновациите се најупотребувани (45%).
Истражувањето, исто така, ги испитуваше можните "пречки / бариери" за низок ангажман во
иновативните активности. Главните пречки што беа идентификувани се: недостаток на финансии,
силна конкуренција на квалитетот на производот, репутација или бренд; високи трошоци за пристап
до нови пазари, силна ценовна конкуренција и доминантен пазарен удел што го имаат конкурентите.
Имајќи ги предвид пречките за интензивни иновативни активности, претпријатијата исто така беа
испитани за вештини потребни за надминување на пречките. Како што е наведено во табелата 2.3.,
Размислувањето и дејствувањето креативно, како и промовирањето на иновативната култура се
главните потребни вештини.

Исто така, ги истраживме гледните точки на претпријатијата во однос на тоа кој и како треба овие
вештини да ги пренесе. Речиси сите сектори се согласија дека самите компании треба да бидат
иницијатори за иновативни активности. Покрај тоа, здобивањето на вештини, според испитаниците,
треба да биде преку учење од добри примери како и “Лице в лице” тренинзи.

I.

Part One: The Ecosystem for Enterprises’ Innovation in FYROM

Main points of part one:
In Part One the Report presents information and commentary on institutional, legal, technical and other
aspects of the “environment / ecosystem” in which Macedonian enterprises operate.
Information has been derived from national or international sources, as well as from the partner’s own
previous work and experience, while the authors have also contacted a number of Professional
Associations and, by interviewing them, obtained their views and suggestions of Good Practices worthy
to be considered.
In the recently published “European Innovation Scoreboard” (2017) Report, Macedonia is a modest
innovator all along with Bulgaria, Romania and Ukraine.
Creating an innovation driven economy is a key challenge, given that the country is designated as a
modest innovator, and as an indicator were taken into account the research and development costs that
were only 0.44% of GDP in 2014, well below the EU 28 average these costs amounted to 2.03%. The
Fund for Innovation and technological development is planning to provide opportunities for companies
to develop capacity to absorb grants for research, development and innovation, to increase cooperation
between academic institutions and companies, and increase readiness for investments. All of this in order
to influence the expanding of the productive capacity of the economy and the creation of workplaces and
economic growth.
The recently published Report (2017) provides a series of country-specific indicators allowing
comparisons with other EU countries (see Table below). According to the In order to briefly describe the
situation in Macedonia according to this table, the extremes are taken as a comment. They show the
previous statements about the situation in our country. Regarding the scoreboard it is clear that the
country has a lack of Opportunity-driven entrepreneurship, Finance and support, Public and Business
R&D expenditures, as well as Intellectual assets and Employment impacts. On the other hand the index
numbers that are above the EU’s 28 average are present in the Non-R&D innovation expenditures, SMEs
product or process innovation, as well as medium high-tech product exports.
The Innovation sub-systems discussed in Section 1.2, are the following:
 The Educational System;
 Research and development;
 Finance and support;
 Legislation and Regulation;
 Intellectual assets;
 SMEs innovation
Generally speaking:

1. Macedonia lags behind other transitioning countries in educational performance, work readiness and
ethnic integration among youth.
2. Macedonia R&D expenditure fluctuated substantially in recent years, it tended to increase through
2001 - 2015 period ending at 0.4 % in 2015. Because enterprises are making different kind of current
and capital expenditures for innovation activities, in the business section in Macedonia, 44.1% of all
expenditures for innovation activities are intended for training of the staff for innovative activities,
research and introduction on the market of innovations, design, preparing of feasibility studies, testing
of the innovations etc..3. In the past two and a half years, only 9% of the innovation funds have been
used, even though it is a matter of non-refundable funds.
4. Policy uncertainty causes companies to delay investment and consequently innovation decisions. More
precisely, companies will delay or reduce innovation activities the higher the level of uncertainty and the
larger the differences in the expected profitability of innovation investments.
5. The European Commission’s November 2016 report on Macedonia assessed the country’s legislative
framework has a sufficient level of alignment with the acquits – except for copyrights, where the
regulation of collective management organizations requires further improvement.
6. Considering the four types of innovations, the enterprises mostly introduce process innovations,
22.8%, and marketing innovations, 22.3%.

In the Macedonian economy, the most dominant are business entities with 1-9 employees (80.2%). The
entities with 10-19 employees are represented by 4.3%, then the entities with 20-49 employees whose share
is 2.8%, with 1.9% participate with the entities with 50-249 employees and only 0.3% of the active business
entities have over 250 employees (Institute for statistics 2017).
The economic growth of the Republic of Macedonia. Macedonia, considered as a gross domestic product
per capita, ranged from 0-3.5% in the last ten years (WB Indicators 2016).
In a dynamic global economy, where network industry supporters are more prominent, such a structure can
prove to be a serious driver of economic growth due to the adaptability and flexibility of small businesses
to new flows and the easier introduction of innovations. But the low awareness of the importance of
innovation, the challenges associated with difficult access to adequate human capital and finance, the
challenges associated with poor cooperation with scientific research institutions, the low sophistication of
the Macedonian market, and ignorance or inability to find new export markets are challenges which prevent
Macedonian enterprises from improving their competitiveness.
Regarding the capacity to cope with competitive pressure and market forces in the Union, for 2016, the
European Commission reports that Macedonian economy is moderately prepared to cope with competitive
pressures and market forces within the Union, that some progress has been made, but business activities
continue to be concentrated on low-productive activities and it is necessary to increase the added value in
the higher productive sectors. The report recommends further investments to boost growth in labor
productivity and accelerate the transformation of the economy. The negative aspects are also perceived in

the fact that the influence of the state on the competitiveness is increased. In accordance with the
recommendations of the ERP for 2015, and in order to support long-term growth, the Republic of
Macedonia should pay special attention to:
• improving the employability of workers through better alignment of education with the needs of labor
demand, as well as improving the basic and advanced skills of students at all levels of education;
• Improving the links between foreign direct investors and the economy and encouraging investment in
capital goods and innovations;
• better prioritization of investments and harmonization of the transport strategy with the regional
connection agenda.
Namely, the European Commission in its latest report on Macedonia emphasizes that the economy is poorly
diversified, and the manufacturing industry mainly produces products with low added value.
Competitiveness is adversely affected by the protection of contractual provisions between economic
entities, difficulties in accessing finances, weaknesses in the education system, low innovation rates, and
high investment needs that would increase productivity - including investment in public infrastructure.
In short, among the key questions that are dealt with in this Report are the following:
• Have enterprises of the country been engaged in innovation activities? What do studies, reports
or other sources of relevant information, show?
• Is the country’s institutional, legal and business environment supportive of enterprises’
innovation initiatives?
• Which are the main “actors” in decision making concerning “Support to enterprises’
innovation” Policies?
• Are there specific Laws for this? If there are, have they, in practice, operated as expected? What
do enterprises’ representative bodies say on this?
• Is sufficient funding for innovation activities available?
• Are there specialized institutions / organizations supporting innovating enterprises? Do
enterprises make use of their services?
• How developed are the links between enterprises and higher education institutions and does this
assist enterprises in their innovation initiatives?

1. FYROM’s Enterprises’ Innovation Performance
The competitive advantage of the companies in Macedonia is based on low cost of production factors, not
the increased productivity. Products and services that have high added value, that derive from research,
development and innovation activities have success on the EU market. The most efficient way to increase
competitiveness in Macedonia is to increase research and innovation activities through a legal framework
and financial instruments for stimulating.

According to the State Statistical Office data, the number of innovative business entities in the period 20122014 is 1078. Innovative business entities are business entities that in the period of observation has
introduced product innovation, process, organizational or marketing innovation.
Of the total number of innovative business entities, 37.1% have introduced product and process innovation,
35.8% have introduced organizational and marketing innovations, and 19.1% have a simultaneously
introduced product, process, organizational and marketing innovations.
The European Commission found a way to assess relative strengths and weaknesses of national innovation
systems and help countries identify areas that need to address. It is the European Innovation Scoreboard
that provides a comparative analysis of innovation performance in Europe and other regional neighbors.
According to this Scoreboard, Macedonia is a modest innovator all along with Bulgaria, Romania and
Ukraine.
Creating an innovation driven economy is a key challenge, given that the country is designated as a modest
innovator, and as an indicator were taken into account the research and development costs that were only
0.44% of GDP in 2014, well below the EU 28 average these costs amounted to 2.03%. The Fund for
Innovation and technological development is planning to provide opportunities for companies to develop
capacity to absorb grants for research, development and innovation, to increase cooperation between
academic institutions and companies, and increase readiness for investments. All of this in order to influence
the expanding of the productive capacity of the economy and the creation of workplaces and economic
growth.
The recently published Report (2017) provides a series of country-specific indicators allowing comparisons
with other EU countries (see Table below). According to the In order to briefly describe the situation in
Macedonia according to this table, the extremes are taken as a comment. They show the previous statements
about the situation in our country. Regarding the scoreboard it is clear that the country has a lack of
Opportunity-driven entrepreneurship, Finance and support, Public and Business R&D expenditures, as well
as Intellectual assets and Employment impacts. On the other hand the index numbers that are above the
EU’s 28 average are present in the Non-R&D innovation expenditures, SMEs product or process
innovation, as well as medium high-tech product exports.

EUROPEAN INNOVATION SCOREBOARD 2017
COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

F.Y.R.O.M.

Country’s
Performance

Change

relative to EU in:

2010-

2010

2016

2016

33.8

44.2

10.4

Human resources

21.1

49.3

28.2

New doctorate graduates

15.4

33.1

17.7

Population with tertiary education

24.3

92.8

68.4

Lifelong learning

24.2

17.9

-6.3

Attractive research systems §

14.7

25.3

10.6

International scientific co-publications

12.6

35.5

22.9

Most cited publications

22.0

27.7

5.7

Foreign doctorate students

4.7

18.1

13.4

Innovation-friendly environment

34.7

61.7

27.0

Broadband penetration

77.8

122.2

44.4

Opportunity-driven entrepreneurship

0.0

0.0

0.0

60.7

67.9

7.2

R&D expenditure in the public sector

0.1

5.1

5.0

Venture capital expenditures

0.0

0.0

0.0

60.7

67.9

7.2

1.5

0.8

-0.7

Non-R&D innovation expenditures

132.7

132.7

0

Enterprises providing ICT training

64.3

85.7

21.4

Innovators

66.2

66.2

0.0

SMEs product/process innovations

117.5

117.5

0.0

SMEs marketing/organizational innovations

68.2

68.2

0.0

SMEs innovating in-house

13.5

13.5

0.0

Linkages

38.6

41.2

2.5

SUMMARY INNOVATION
INDEX

Finance and support

Firm investments
R&D expenditure in the business sector

Innovative SMEs collaborating with others

84.2

84.2

0.0

Public-private co-publications

0.0

5.3

5.3

Private co-funding of public R&D exp.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Intellectual assets

13.8

13.9

0.2

PCT patent applications

22.8

14.7

-8.1

Trademark applications

15.0

29.6

14.5

Design applications

0.6

1.0

0.3

Employment impacts §

16.2

8.7

-7.6

Employment in knowledge-intensive activities

19.2

10.3

-9.0

Employment fast-growing enterprises

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sales impacts

46.2

70.6

24.4

Medium and high tech product exports

33.0

104.9

71.9

Knowledge-intensive services exports

42.3

38.5

-3.8

Sales of new-to-market/firm innovations

66.8

66.8

0.0

2. The Innovation Ecosystem in FYROM
Innovation is believed to be the fundamental source of significant wealth generation within an economy. In
particular, because high-tech industries offer higher growth potential, the best way to spur job creation and
economic growth is by facilitating more efficient translation of innovations from the knowledge economy
into the commercial sector. Given today’s economic down turn, with its high unemployment rates and low
tax revenues, federal, state, and local governments entities are now actively seeking new ways to grow their
economies by creating jobs.
An important feature of an innovation ecosystem is that the resources available to the knowledge economy
are coupled to the resources generated by the commercial economy, usually as some fraction of the profits
in the commercial economy.
Before there is an overviews of the stakeholder’s views about the innovation ecosystem in FYROM, a brief
description about the innovation ecosystem regarding the previous statement is needed. The ecosystem for
enterprises’ innovation, the enterprises’ innovation performance and the comments made about the
innovation scoreboard by the EC lead to broader perspective about the innovation ecosystem in our country.
Moving innovations from discovery through to commercialization involves numerous actors, often
including:

1. The Educational System;
Macedonia lags behind other transitioning countries in educational performance, work readiness and ethnic
integration among youth. The education system, research, innovations and the development of goods and
knowledge based on know-how skills are manifested as integral parts of competition. The national and
international success of Macedonia is directly determined by the existence of high standards in education,
development of research, reinforcement of creativity and innovations, cultivation of specific cultural
differences and the use of information and communication technology. All up-to-date analyses concerning
the conditions in education (especially pre-school, primary and secondary education) have shown that one
of the key problems in this field is the pronounced centralization. This situation has generated many
problems such as an inflexible structure of the system, especially in view of the opportunities for
modernization of the curricula, the existence of complex bureaucratic procedures in reaching decisions and
the inability of the system to adapt to dynamic changes.

2. Research and development;
There is a strive to strengthen Macedonian companies through commercialization of R&D, implementation
of new technologies and improvement of innovative thinking and the entrepreneurial spirit. The total
number of R&D personnel according to statistical review from December 2017 is 11 983. Tax incentives
for R & D expenditures can also become a powerful tool for attracting and retention of foreign direct
investment in activities with Intensive Research and Development. Expenditures for research and
development are current and capital expenditures (both public and private) on creative work
undertaken systematically to increase knowledge, including knowledge of humanity, culture, and
society, and the use of knowledge for new applications. R&D covers basic research, applied
research, and experimental development. Macedonia R&D expenditure fluctuated substantially in
recent years, it tended to increase through 2001 - 2015 period ending at 0.4 % in 2015. Because
enterprises are making different kind of current and capital expenditures for innovation activities,
in the business section in Macedonia, 44.1% of all expenditures for innovation activities are
intended for training of the staff for innovative activities, research and introduction on the market
of innovations, design, preparing of feasibility studies, testing of the innovations etc..

3. Finance and support;
Because many innovative activities are characterized by a high risk and long-term time horizon, traditional
banking loans are not appropriate and funding through the collection of capital as venture capital and
business angels can be an alternative. Another 8 million euros can be used by innovative companies in the
country by 2019. The funds are provided through a World Bank loan and should be placed through the
Innovation Fund. They say that in the past two and a half years, only 9% have been used, even though it is
a matter of non-refundable funds. Efforts will be made in the next period for the most successful applicants
to come to the money. But also to find other sources of funding, for the Fund to be sustainable in the long
term.

4. Legislation and Regulation;
Traditionally, legal norms are treated as a limiting factor. They impose certain frames that can be
experienced as narrow for certain types of behavior, as well as for the entrepreneurship. This gains even
more weight considering the fact that entrepreneurs by nature are seen as someone who violates established
rules, takes risks, and deviates from common behavior, etc. Starting from this mindset, entrepreneurship
could be considered a kind of creative anarchy, where the legal regulations would hamper innovation
processes, something which could call even the entrepreneurship in question. This Law regulates the
innovation activity, the principles, goals and organization of application of the innovation activity results,
scientific and research activity, technical and technological knowledge, inventions and innovations, as well
as the establishment, status, competences, management and governance, funding, supervision of operations,
and other issues. Policy uncertainty causes companies to delay investment and consequently innovation
decisions. More precisely, companies will delay or reduce innovation activities the higher the level of
uncertainty and the larger the differences in the expected profitability of innovation investments. In contrast,
flexible regulations, including incentives-based regulation and performance standards, tend to promote
innovation by maximizing the implementation extent for companies to implement cost efficient and
commercially attractive solutions. In addition, regulation that promotes more complete market information
also fosters innovation.
5. Intellectual assets;
As an EU candidate country, Macedonia is obliged to harmonize its intellectual property rights
(IPR) laws and regulations with EU standards and to demonstrate adequate enforcement of those
laws. The European Commission’s November 2016 report on Macedonia assessed the country’s
legislative framework has a sufficient level of alignment with the acquits – except for copyrights,
where the regulation of collective management organizations requires further improvement. The
report recommended Macedonia step up efforts to investigate and prosecute infringements of
intellectual property, reinforce capacity and coordination among the authorities in charge of
implementing the intellectual property laws, and improve consultation of stakeholders when
drafting legislation.

6. SMEs innovation
Considering the four types of innovations, the enterprises mostly introduce process innovations, 22.8%, and
marketing innovations, 22.3%. The share of those two types of innovations is almost the same, process and
marketing innovations simultaneously exist in enterprises. The next most common type is organizational
innovations, 20%. Enterprises at least introduce product innovations (innovation that encompasses new or
significantly improved goods or services), only 17.1%.

II.

Innovation ecosystem in FYROM - Stakeholders’ views

Besides the conducted survey, we decided that another great approach for finding out about the
stakeholders’ views regarding the innovation activities is the face to face interview. In coordination with
the other partners after creating the guidance for WP3 we also created a guidance for conducting interviews
with certain stakeholders. We thought that it is significant to see how people express themselves in
implementing of innovation in their enterprises and that we would like to hear their point of view.
Regarding the interviews for the stakeholders’ views of innovation the next questions were asked:
1. Are you familiar with the term innovation? Do you have any examples that you can point out?
2. Has your enterprise been a part of any certain innovation activities the last few years? Can you name
them?
3. What’s your point of view regarding innovation initiatives from the private and public sector?
4. Who do you think should be the one that should be the initiator?
5. What do you think has the best impact regarding innovative actions (triggers and obstacles)?
6. Has your enterprises ever been given a financial support for innovation activities?
7. Can you list any specific innovative enterprises that you can think of? Why do you think they are
more innovative than you?
8. After presenting you the initiative CIDE-NET and its purpose would you like to be a part of it and
how?
There were conducted interviews with 2 stakeholders from each focus sector. We came up with some
interesting answers and points of views. Regarding the questions and their answers we came up with the
following key points:
Opportunities for innovation:
We chose these questions to be answered by 2 kinds of enterprises on purpose. One of them was a micro
and the other was a small enterprise. We got almost the same point of views towards innovation except for
the opportunities. Domestic companies need to improve the innovation capacity they need to focus on to
prepare for the competitive European market. They apply but do not receive funding from the SME Facility
through the European programs. This is considered as one of the main obstacles to innovation. Firms should

focus on innovation to improve competitiveness because it is very difficult to compete in the European
market. The success we see in some companies is due to the fact that they perform with specific services
and radical innovations. Innovations are responsible for business cycles, and innovations are realized by the
bravest entrepreneurs, who thus achieve high, above-average profits. Motivated by high profits and others
will start with investment activity, which will revive economy. But later, when entrepreneurs will have to
repay their loans for the realization of innovations, profits will disappear and the economy will transition
into a phase of depression.
Initiatives for innovation:
Every stakeholder agreed upon initiators for the innovations in a certain ecosystem.
“The initiatives and funds for innovative activities by the government and the EU are really great, but by
the end of the day, there is another side to the whole story. The enterprises themselves desperately need to
be initiators for innovative activities also. All of the programs, initiatives, projects and funds can be
transparent and promising, but the enterprises are the ones that need to make a huge step and decide to make
more changes in order to be more progressive, developed and concurrent on the market.”
“I haven’t heard of any ultimately successful on a sustained basis. That’s because if an organization is
looking at innovation as "an initiative", and it introduces that initiative into a culture that doesn't support
innovation, then the culture will sooner or later crush the initiative—usually sooner. “

Education, modernism and young workforce
As a matter of fact we need to encourage creative and critical thinking from small legs so that we can create
a modern and dynamic society. Positive examples need to be recognized and spread, and then these
individual examples spread through the whole society. We cannot seek innovation in education without
having an education for innovation.
“A few decades ago access to information and knowledge, as well as rapid communication with the world,
was a privilege for only a few. But with the dynamic development of technology, this is no longer the case.
Today, when advanced technology and modern ways of communication enable us to be in constant contact
with our closest relatives and friends, regardless of where they are in the world, to carry in our pocket an
entire library of books and one-click to find the way to the farthest place in a particular country, it seems
that the only handicap to each of us is our attitude towards life.”
Considering this, technology shapes every aspect of the ecosystem, not only people’s lives. Including the
shaping of the workforce. The future anticipates the young people that have been influenced by the
technology and its application to be the main workforce. Taking this into account, with the usage of
technology and easier access to information the young workforce is aspired towards more innovative
approaches.

CIDE-NET as an initiative
After conducting the interviews and hearing out what our stakeholders had to say regarding innovation, we
had some clearer vision about the innovation. The interviewees were satisfied that there’s an initiative like
this one. They said that this initiative was a great approach towards outrunning the obstacles that prevent
innovative activities. They were glad that we were trying to build this Network of Creative and Innovative
driven enterprises and that we are promoting collaboration and partnership vs. competitiveness.

Part TWO: “Enterprises’ Innovation Activities – Determinants, Performance and
Prospects”
The Second Part of the Report presents the findings of the Survey conducted in FYROM. The scope of
the survey is to investigate surveyed “enterprises’ Innovation Activities” and also the “Determinants of
Innovation Performance” and future Prospects.
The “focus sectors” for FYROM were: Tourism, Agro food, Creative industries (clothing design and
production, in particular) and an additional country-specific sector (Commerce – retail and wholesale).
Starting with the structure, the majority of the companies that were part of the survey were enterprises
with less than 10 employees (51%). Regarding the enterprises’ point of view towards the innovation and
creativity, the majority agree that creativity is a prerequisite for innovation. On the other hand, more than
50% of the enterprises agree that the innovation is not the same as invention, meanwhile they agree that
innovative organization of an enterprises is equally important as innovation in products or production.
Regarding the types of innovation that are implemented in their enterprises it was more than obvious that
marketing innovation is the innovation that is the most used(45%).
The survey also investigated probable “obstacles/barriers” for low engagement in innovation activities.
The main obstacles that were identified are: lack of finance, strong competition on product quality,
reputation or brand; high costs of access to new markets, strong price competition and dominant market
share held by competitors.
Taking into account the obstacles for intense innovation activities, the enterprises were also asked about
the top skills required as a prevention to the obstacles. As pointed out in the table 2.3., thinking and acting
creatively as well as promoting innovation culture are the main skill requirements.
We were also interested in their point of view on “How this skills should be incorporated” as well as
“Who” should be the one responsible for their incorporation. The answers between the sectors were pretty
similar and they resulted with the statements thatInnovation support initiatives should be led by the
Enterprises themselves and they should be through Good Practices and “learning from others” are
effective training methods as well as Face to face training.

1. Introductory remarks: Structure of Part Two and the Survey’s scope
This Second Part of the Report presents the findings of Surveys conducted in all five CIDE NET participating
countries. The scope of these surveys, as Part Two’s title implies, is to somehow investigate, in each country
(and, subsequently, for the entire partnership), “enterprises’ Innovation Activities” and also the
“Determinants of
Innovation Performance” and the Prospects These Surveys were conducted in all countries by using a
Standardised Questionnaire prepared centrally by the project’s Coordinator and distributed to all other
partners, together with Guidelines facilitating harmonized implementation and presentation of results. Each
national partner distributed the Questionnaire to enterprises operating in specific sectors and answers
registered online were analyzed using standardized, for all countries, processes. Results are presented,
mostly using various types of graphics, and discussed in the Report’s body, while more analytical data are
presented in accompanying Annexes.
The Report in hand presents and analyses Survey results obtained for FYROM.

2. Innovating Enterprises’ Survey Sample
Following the finalization of the Survey’s Questionnaire and the associated survey guidelines, BCM, the
national partner in charge of the Survey in FYROM,(in collaboration with the Association for SMEs)
proceeded with the Questionnaire distribution to a large number of its member enterprises, especially to
those for which available information suggested that they operate in one of the so-called “focus sector” that
had previously been identified. This “identification exercise” had been conducted for all partner countries,
during the survey preparation phase. The “focus sectors” for FYROM were: Tourism, Agro-food, Creative
industries (clothing design and production, in particular) and Commerce – retail, trade and wholesale.
Indicative reasoning for the first three selections is presented in the Table below.

Tourism

Commerce

Agro-food

Creative Industries

Rise of number of tourists in
the last few years and
foresight of even more in
the years that follow

Lack of innovations with a
lot of potentials

Contribution to GDP with
15.6%

Major employer in our
country(over 40 000)

Because of time constraints, the survey was not allowed to run for more than the specified time and
was considered concluded, as soon the minimum required number of responses (min 70 responses
from “focus sectors”) had been registered. The final survey’s sample composition is shown on the
Chart below

Sectors

Number of respondees

%

Agro-food

17

21.25%

Tourism

26

32.5%

Creative Industries

18

22.5%

Trade

18

22.5%

Other

2

2.5%

Total

81

100%

It should be noted that each sector is represented by approximately 20 enterprises. As the graph below
shows, more than half of the enterprises included in this survey employ less than 10 employees(with 51%)
and the next biggest are the enterprises that employ from 10-19 employees.(32%)

3. Enterprises’ general approach to creativity and innovation
As an introductory detection of the sample enterprises’ approach to creativity and innovation, survey
participants were asked to indicate the extent of their agreement with the following four basic statements:

·

“Innovation is not the same as invention”

·

“Innovation” in how an enterprise is organized, is equally important with

innovation in the production of products or services”
·
"Innovation”, in an enterprise, should be responsibility of the
technical staff and researchers only”
·

“Creativity is a prerequisite of Innovation”

Respondents were given the option to indicate the extent of their “agreement” by marking each statement
between 1 (“strongly disagree”) and 5 (“strongly agree”). As the graphs below show, with the exception of
the 3rd statement, for which the “composite” indicator is estimated at 2.03, for all other statements the
corresponding values exceeds the medium 3.0. The specific finding is confirmed for all individual
industries. Furthermore, the disagreement expressed for the 3 rd statement, confirms the importance that
enterprises’ innovation activities are not responsibility only to the technical staff and researchers.
Innovation should be responsibility for every employee in every enterprise.

All sectors
Average
Creativity is a prerequisite of Innovation
"Innovation”, in an enterprise, should be…
“Innovation” in how an enterprise is organized, is…

Innovation is not the same as invention
0

1

2

3

4

5

Indicator

4. Types of innovation and perceived conditioning factors
In order to establish the type(s) of innovation which enterprises are, to any extent, engaged in innovative
activities, enterprises were requested to indicate, for four different types of innovation (“Product”,
“Processes”, “Organizational" and “Marketing” innovation) the degree of their engagement (options: “No”,
“Yes, very little”, “Yes moderately” and “Yes, a lot”). Based on their responses, relevant indicators were
estimated (values: 1 to 4).

All sectors
4.
3.

Marketing Innovation

Organizational Innovation
2.

Process Innovation

1.

Product Innovation
0

1

Indicator

2

3

4

As the results from the survey show, the most used type of innovation in all of the sectors is the Marketing
Innovation, to be more exact, the indicator shows 3.16. To be more exact, this indicator shows the general
point of view from all the sectors altogether. Dividing the sectors separately, the study finds the same results.
The maximum indicator shows a high of 3.47 in the Tourism and on the opposite, when taken divided, the
Trade sector is an exception that shows the highest indicator process innovation.

Tourism
4.
3.

Marketing Innovation

Organizational Innovation
2.

Process Innovation

1.

Product Innovation
0

1

2

3

4

Indicator

Trade
4.
3.

Marketing Innovation

Organizational Innovation

2.

Process Innovation

1.

Product Innovation

2,3

2,4

2,5

2,6

2,7

2,8

Indicator

After investigating the types of innovation the enterprises implement, the other significant information
were the obstacles that prevent them to implement other types of innovation.

All sectors
Average

10. Lack of qualified innovation oriented personnel
9.
8.

Lack of qualified technical personnel

High cost of meeting government regulations or…
7.

High cost of access to new markets
6.

5.

Lack of adequate finance

Dominant market share held by competitors
4.

Innovations by competitors

3.
2.

Lack of demand

Strong competition on product quality ,…
1.

Strong price competition
0

0,5

1

1,5

Indicator

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

When asked, what would you consider the main obstacles or constraints to more intensive innovation
activity, the enterprises listed the following as most significant:

Top 5 obstacles to Innovation
Agro food
High cost
of access to new
markets

1st

Lack of
adequate
finance

2nd

Tourism
Strong
competition on
product quality ,
reputation or
brand
Strong price
competition

Creative
Strong price
competition

Dominant market
share held by
competitors

Commerce
Lack of adequate
finance

High cost of
access to new
markets

All
Lack of Finance

Strong competition on
product quality ,
reputation or brand

3rd

Strong price
competition

4th

High cost of
meeting
government
regulations or legal
requirements

5th

Lack of demand

Lack of demand

Lack of
adequate
finance

Lack of qualified
innovation
oriented
personnel

Adequate finance and
regulations

High cost of
access to new
markets

Lack of demand

Regulations

Strong competition on
product quality ,
reputation or brand

Dominant market
share held by
competitors

High cost of
access to new
markets
Strong price
competition

Dominant
market share
held by
competitors

5. Enterprises’ Innovation: The “Skills factor”
After we discovered the factors that are considered as main obstacles to innovative approaches, further we
examined the skills factor (the skills that the staff should possess in order to have a more innovative
approach). The ten types of skills offered for consideration were the following:

·
To be able to distinguish between innovation and inventions and between types
of innovation suitable for the enterprise
·

To be able to promote "Innovation culture" within the company

·

To be able to think and act creatively

·
To know how to identify opportunities for innovation and conduct “cost –
benefit” analyses

·
To be knowledgeable of sources of funding for innovation and funding related
procedures
·

To be able to communicate with other employees and develop synergies

·
To be able to communicate with the enterprise’s Management and promote
innovation Proposals
·

To know how to monitor and evaluate the results of innovation

·
To be able to network with other enterprises (national and/or foreign) and
negotiate joint innovation initiatives
·

To know how Intellectual Property Rights may be protected
Question 7: To the extent that "qualified personnel" is important for your
enterprise's continuing and / or intensified innovation activity, what should be
its main skills? - scale 1-5 (All sectors). Note: for full wording of alternative
answers see Annex
Average

To know how Intellectual Property Rights may be protected
To be able to network with other enterprises (national…
To know how to monitor and evaluate the results of…
To be able to communicate with the enterprise’s…
To be able to communicate with other employees and…
To be knowledgeable of sources of funding for innovation…
To know how to identify opportunities for innovation and…
To be able to think and act creatively
To be able to promote "Innovation culture" within the…
To be able to distinguish between innovation and…
0

1

2

3

4

5

Indicator

Their answers were evaluated on a scale from 1 to 5. Considering the average is equal to 4.3, all the
results have the indicators that are closed to this average so, this showed that all the required skills are
almost equally important. Regarding this, the most required skills for innovation are listed in the
following table:

Agrofood
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Monitor/Evaluate
Innovation results

Promote
Innovation
Culture

Communicate and
Promote

High cost of meeting
government
regulations or legal
requirements

Think and act
creatively

Tourism
Knowledge of
sources of funding
innovation

Creative

Commerce

Think and act

Think and act
creatively

creatively
Monitor and evaluate

Negotiate joint

the results of

initiatives

innovation

Promote
innovation culture

Think and act
creatively

Identify
opportunities

Think and act
creatively

Communicate
with
management

Knowledge of
sources of funding
innovation

Communicate with
employees and
create synergies

Communicate
with
management

Monitor and evaluate
results of innovation

Promote
innovation
culture

All

Communicate with
management

Communicate
with employees
and create
synergies
Monitor and evaluate

Promote innovation
culture

results of innovation

Promote
innovation
culture

6. Enterprises’ Innovation: Prospects for Skills Upgrading Initiatives
Two of the main survey findings presented and discussed in the previous two sections of the Report were:
First, that “lack of finance” and “shortage of adequate innovation related personnel” are factors negatively
affecting enterprises’ innovative activity” and, Second, that “promotion of thinking and acting creatively” as
well as “strengthening personnel’s capacity to contribute” implies acquisition of specific skills. These findings
constitute arguments underlying CIDE NET project’s rationale and clearly point to the importance of
providing innovating enterprises with well-designed and effectively delivered training services. To further
support initiatives, two more crucial aspects were investigated through the Survey. These were the following:
1. Who should lead Innovation Support Initiatives? and,
2. How Innovation related training should be designed and delivered?
The responses obtained for the above two questions and their processing (i.e. estimation of indicators
ranging between 1 and 5), are shown below (for the survey sample as a whole):

The initiative should be taken by

The initiative for such programs should be taken by the
enterprises themselves
The initiative for such programs should be taken by
Enterprises’ Collective Organizations (e.g. Associations,…
The initiative for such programs should be taken by the
Government

4,3

4,35

4,4

4,45

4,5

4,55

Indicator

The responses clearly state that Innovation support initiatives should be led by the Enterprises themselves.
Despite this fact, the proximity of the indicators also shows that initiatives should be led by all the
stakeholders in order to have more approaches towards the innovation.

When we asked the enterprises “How Innovation related training should be designed and delivered?” their
responses were:
· Good Practices and “learning from others” are effective training methods (4.53)
· Face to face training must be combined with other forms of training that could facilitate flexibility as
regards attendance (e.g. synchronous and asynchronous e-learning, studying of case studies over the
Internet, etc.) (4.5)
·

Training should consist of both theoretical and applied knowledge (4.49)

·

Training should be combined with mentoring (4.41)

·

Training sessions must be periodically repeated (3.37)

The best way to learn about innovation
Face to face training must be combined with other forms of…
Employees attending such Innovation promotion- related training…

Enterprises should set up their own Innovation Departments
Training sessions must be periodically repeated

Training should be combined with mentoring
Good Practices and “learning from others” are effective training…
Training should consist of both theoretical and applied Parts.
Average
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

Indicator

As we can see by the indicators, the most important form of transferring the knowledge for innovation and
creativity are the ones where the attendees can learn from good practices and learning from others.

7. Interpreting the Survey findings - The Stakeholders’ Views
Innovation is defined as the process of translating an idea or invention into a good or service that creates
value or for which customers will pay.
To be called an innovation, an idea must be replicable at an economical cost and must satisfy a specific
need. Innovation involves deliberate application of information, imagination and initiative in deriving
greater or different values from resources, and includes all processes by which new ideas are generated and
converted into useful products. In business, innovation often results when ideas are applied by the company
in order to further satisfy the needs and expectations of the customers.
This application of innovation by SMEs is one of the main goals of CIDE-NET. In order to find all the
obstacles, mitigate the weaknesses and examine the enterprises’ approach to innovation we conducted this
survey. Meanwhile conducting this survey, we conducted some interviews with stakeholders from the 4
focus sectors in order to discuss thoroughly and examine the true factors for innovation and creativity. We
were trying to discover the real obstacles, situation, potentials, weaknesses as well as the innovative
approaches. This stakeholders’ point of views were later interpreted through the survey’ concept.

5

While interviewing the stakeholders, one weakness was in common, and that was the centralization. The
stakeholders addressed the centralization as a structural barrier towards implementing innovative
approaches as well as its adoption.
“The companies that are facing great centralization are suffering from lack of participation of the lowerlevel employees. This only results with lack of ideas, nothing more. And when a certain enterprises lacks
ideas, it lacks innovation and creativity.”
Despite the centralization, the interviews resulted with other barriers towards innovative approaches such
as stratification and formalization. But, the extent to which these barriers were significant in comparison
with the ones that the survey concept pointed out, were not that important.
Starting with the structure, the majority of the companies that were part of the survey were enterprises with
less than 10 employees (51%). When it comes to the enterprises’ point of view towards the innovation and
creativity, the majority agree that creativity is a prerequisite for innovation. On the other hand, more than
50% of the enterprises agree that the innovation is not the same as invention, meanwhile they agree that
innovative organization of an enterprises is equally important as innovation in products or production.
When it comes to the types of innovation that are implemented in their enterprises it was more than obvious
that marketing innovation is the innovation that is the most used(45%). During the interviews we discussed
about the reasons for this kind of practice. The point of view was:
“Social media plays a significant role in our business marketing. In our country more than half of the nation
is using Facebook. This makes Facebook a significant marketing tool that is easy to implement, offers
innovative features meanwhile leading the marketing expenditures to minimum.”
As mentioned above, the top five factors considered as obstacles or constraints to more intensive innovation
activities are:
1. Lack of Finance
2. Strong competition on product quality , reputation or brand
3. High cost of access to new markets
4. Strong price competition
5. Dominant market share held by competitors.
As you can see the number one obstacle is the lack of finance. It was a bit controversial when we discussed
this topic on the interviews, especially when the interviewees were familiar with the fact that the country

had funds especially dedicated to increasing innovative activities, yet less than 8% of them were used in
the last 2 years.
As a requirement regarding innovation skills, as pointed out in the table 2.3., thinking and acting creatively
as well as promoting innovation culture are the main skill requirements.
Taking into consideration the ecosystem innovation situation, enterprises innovation performance, the
innovation ecosystem and the stakeholder’s views of this aspect we can state that our ecosystem strives for
long lasting entrepreneurial learning skills that will promote the innovative culture as well as creative
approaches to the business community.
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